An Introduction to Archaeology

A discipline may be defined by a statement of its subject matter or by its aims and objectives with regard to that subject matter (Walter Taylor)

Definitions of Archaeology

·	The tedious study of the boring garbage which was cast aside when the interesting people left.
·	A set of techniques for examining certain aspects of material remains; irrespective of time and space.
·	An analytical discipline concerned with the material remains of past societies, and their formal/spatial relationships.
·	The study of past cultural behavior, through the analysis of the material residues of such behavior.

Subject Matter
·	Material remains of past human behavior and their associations.
·	1.  Inherently and necessarily materialistic
·	2.  Objects and relationships
Aims and Objectives
·	The Study of Cultural Behavior in the Past.
·	1. Importance of the concept of culture
·	2. Importance of time (and the spurious present)
·	
The disparity between subject matter and goals has posed the major challenge to the development of modern archaeology
Relationships...

Archaeology or Anthropology
·	Archaeology as a Discipline in its own right
·	1. Unique data
·	2. Specialized techniques for data collection
·	3. Specialized framework for analysis and synthesis
·	Archaeology as  a sub-field of Anthropology

Archaeology and Anthropology
·	Archaeology as Archaeology
·	Theory and activities that underlie the recovery of archaeological data
·	Theory and activities that transform raw archaeological data into evidence that can be used to address anthropological questions.
·	Archaeology as Anthropology
·	The use of archaeologically-derived evidence to address questions of anthropological relevance.

Archaeology and History

History Defined:
The sequential and abstract documentation and study of events in the past
 (Walter Taylor) 

The Historical Method
·	Non-experimental: dealing with non-recurring events.
·	Procedures:
·	1. Definition of Problem
·	2. Gather, analyze and criticize empirical data
·	3. Order data in chronological sequence
·	4. Search for and establish relationships and interaction within ordered sequence.

Archaeology and History
·	Anthropological Archaeology employs the historical method.
·	Anthropological Archaeology adds a fifth, comparative/generalizing step to this procedure.
·	Archaeology can provide ‘history’; History can operate in comparative/generalizing mode

Archaeology and the Social Sciences
·	A higher level of indeterminacy in models and explanations compared to the simpler, Natural Sciences.
·	Archaeology brings significant time depth to the study of human culture and social institutions
·	Archaeology is one of the few social sciences where the act of observation does not effect or influence the observed.

Is Archaeology a Science?
And does it matter?
·	Historical rather than Experimental (in most cases)
·	Application of the Scientific Method
·	Inductive and Deductive Approaches
·	Inherent tension between more scientific and more humanistic approaches.

Goals of Modern Archaeology
·	Reconstruction of Culture History
·	Reconstruction of Past Life Ways
·	Study of Culture Process

Culture History
·	Arranging cultural units in a sequence which accurately reveals affinities and relationships .
·	Historical component of archaeological investigations.

Past Life Ways
·	How did people live?
·	What was the community and society like?
·	Archaeological equivalent to the documentation of an ethnographer

Culture Process
·	The study of the dynamic, cause and effect relationships in the operation of socio-cultural systems, and between social systems and the natural environment.
·	Comparative and generalizing mode of anthropological inquiry
·	Social Science Paradigm.

Development of Modern Archaeology
Archaeology Pre-1945
·	Two Archaeologies
·	1. Classical
·	2. Prehistoric
·	Small-Scaled Discipline
·	Divergent Old World and New World Traditions

Old World Archaeology
·	Antiquarian: No natives since Roman conquest, concern with objects of the past.
·	Nationalistic: Origins and legitimacy of existing state, national boundaries, etc.
·	Very Long Time Span of human occupation

New World Archaeology
·	Anthropological: Living  non-European Natives, concern with origins and continuity.
·	Nationalistic: Justification of Manifest Destiny, treatment of Natives.

The Great Depression
The Beginning of Systematic Archaeological Investigations in North America

The Great Depression and American Archaeology
·	Federal Relief Programs (WPA, CWP, CCC)	
·	Programs designed to put thousands of unemployed to work in socially useful activities
·	Archaeological excavation a common source of employment in many rural areas
·	Massive amounts of new excavation and information accumulated in a short time
·	Need to organize and synthesize New Information

Midwestern Taxonomic System
·	Established by William McKern in 1934
·	Taxonomic approach designed to systematize masses of newly generated archaeological data
·	Employed trait list comparison to assess similarity between site assemblages
·	Explicitly taxonomic, but cultural similarity assumed.

Critical Changes Since 1945
·	Expansion of academic and financial support for archaeology.
·	Development of electronic computer
·	New isotopic techniques for dating archaeological material (e.g. 14C)
·	Parallel florescence of social, biological and geological sciences.

Walter Taylor
Development of the Conjunctive Approach

Lewis Binford
The New Archaeology and beyond

Post-Modern Archaeologies
·	Reaction against science and modernism.
·	Subjective over the objective
·	Multi-vocal as opposed to authoritative
·	Non-generalizing
·	Humanistic values over social science research
·	Emphasis on feelings, meanings and the individual
·	Archaeology should serve desirable social and political ends.



